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Christmas Seal Sale Begins Monday, Nov. 20
Leonard Warren Presents
Third Concert Tonight

* • * *
Chapin To Be
Item Editor

' George Ch*pin, a former editor of the CLEMSON TIGER,
Leonard Warren, leading baritone of the Metropolitan Op- has been named editor of the
era Association, will appear in concert on Thursday, Novem- New Orleans Item. He succeeds
ber 16, in the Field House at 8 p.m. The'concert, third in the Clayton Fritchery, who has
1950-51 series, is sponsored by the Clemson College Concert accepted a public relations post
with the defense department.
Series.
Chapin is a native of GreenThe program, which will also
present W i 11 a r d Sektberg in • ville.
several selections at the piano, is
After graduation he furthered
as follows:
his newspaper career as a reAria di floridante from "Floriporter and later city editor on
dante", Handel
Maledetto sia 1'aspetto, Monte- the Greenville Piedmont.
He was officer-in-charge of
verdi
. Amarilli, Caccinl
the Pacific Stars and Stripes
L'Esperto Nocchiero, Buonon- at Honolulu during the war and
cini
joined the Item in August of
O del mio amato ben, Donaudy
last year after serving as manStornello, Cimara
Nel Giardino, Santoliq uido '.
aging editor of the Camden
Canto di Primavera, Cimara
(N. J.) Courier-Post and the
Aria: Credo from "Otello", Ver- San Diago (Calif.) Journal.
di
Intermission
*
*
*
*
Piano Group:
La Plus que Lente, Debussy
Rhapsody, Opus 119, No. 4,
Brahms
MR. SEKTBERG
Aria: Avant de quitter ces Lieux
from "Faust", Gounod
MR. R. A. McGINTY
Aria: Largo al Factotum from
i%
"Barber of Seville", Rossini
Everything that I can spy,
Bone and Fenton
There is a Lady sweet and kind,
Norman Delk) Joio
The annual meeting of the AsAn old Song Resu'ng, Charles T. sociation of Land-grant Colleges
Griffes
and Universities was held in
Mister Jim, Albert Hay Malotte
Washington November 13-16.
' Mr. R. A. McGinty, Vice-DirecThose who attended the meeting
tor of the Agricultural Exnerifrom Clemson were: Dr. R. F.
ment Station was admitted to
Poole, president of Clemson College; Dr. H. P. Cooper, dean of
Piedmont Hospital in Atlanta,
the school of agriculture; Dr. F.
Georgia, two weeks ago. He unM. Kinard, dean of the school of
,3^*-*A'rnt a Tjictin lumor operation.
arts and sciences; Dr. J. H. Sams,
The operation has been reported
The Cub Scouts'have decorated acting dean of the school of ensuccessful, and Mr. McGinty was a table of Indian lore in the Li- gineering; Dr. H. J. Webb, chairto have returned to his home in brary. A map shows the home man of the graduate committee;
and hunting ground of each early Mr. D. W. Watkins, director of the
Clemson today.
Mr. McGinty received his edu- Indian tribe in the United States. Clemson extension division; and
The illustrative materials show Mr. T. W. Morgan, assistant dication at Alabama Polytechnic the Cub Scouts how to make their rector of the extension division.
Institute, Washington University, costumes. The Cubs and their
Dr. Poole is a member of the
and Cornell University.
parents are making use of tills executive committee of the AssoMr. McGinty's son, Bill, grad- material and the reserve book ciation of Land-grant Colleges and
Universities. He attended the
uated from Clemson in the class shelf.
Clemson's
Museum
has
many
meeting of the executive commitof 1940. Another son, Richard
Indian relics. Mrs. William Webb tee which was held on Saturday,
Allan, is attending Clemson now. gave an Indian bowl to the Li- November 11.
brary to go with the other relics
The meeting of the association
on display. This particular relic were held at the Statler Hotel in
was requested to be deposited in Washington.
the Smithsonian Institute, but
Alpha Phi Omega announced Mrs. Webb gave it to' the museum,
Gaillard Announces
this week that, as in the past, since it was found about eight
the fraternity will sponsor col- miles from Clemson, in Oconee
County. James and William Webb Taps Junior Staff
lection of food for the needy"
found it at their grandparents'
after the Thanksgiving meal in plantation in 1901.
W. H. D. Gaillard, editor of the
the college mes hall Tuesday,
Case Three displays arrowheads 1951 Taps, has announced the
November 21. Food will be found around Clemson by Mr. junior staff for this year's publication. They are: A. A. Muckencollected as the students leave Guy Littleton. Case One con- fuss, civil engineering junior of
tains
an
illustration
of
Indians,
the mess hall after supper. A.
"Manner of Taking Food," with Summerville; D.' B. Salley, meP. O. members will be station- an excerpt translated by Mr. chanical engineering junior of Saluda, North Carolina; W. H. Simed at each door.
Bothwell Graham, Jr.
mons, architecture sophomore of
Long Island City, New Yprk; W.
E. Newsome, pre-medicine junior
* * * *
of Sandersville, Georgia.
Also, R. E. Faulkenberry, dairying sophomore of York; E. B.
Hare, horticulture junior of Lake
Students of Clemson:
Wales, Florida; J.' A. Gaillard,
electrical engineering freshman of
As in previous years we drawvnear to the time that will Florence; R. A. McMahan, archionce again pit Furman and Clemson as rivals on the football tecture freshman of Columbia.
Also, G. R. McElveen, textile
gridiron. And as usual spirit is running at a renewed high engineering freshman of Columbia; W. E. Salley, pre-veterinary
at both schools.
freshman of Orangeburg; J. A.
This year we, the students of Furman, will be your Porter, chemistry sophomore of
Williston; and W. F. Sutherland,
guests and it is our hope that the enthusiasm which has been pre-vetinary freshman of Ridgebuilt up1 through our rivalry will be kept on a friendly and wood, New Jersey.

Clemson Men Atten
-ur<

McGinty Undergoes

Operation in Atlanta

Cub Scouts Exhibit

Notice

* •-• *

Letter To Clemson Students

truly school spirit level.
The Blue Key chapters, representing our respective student -bodies, have met and have sought to induce that spirit
which is felt to be most condusive to true manly virtues and
to the highest ideals of students in our caliber of schools. We
felt a need for a better relationship between our two great
institutions and thus attempted to arrive at common grounds
upon which to work to bring about the desired relationship.
Speaking in behalf of the students of Furman we would
like to thank you, the students of Clemson, for having us as
your guests for this game. We realize that Clemson has a
great ball club and can but congratulate you on your past
performances which were characterized by good, clean sports,
manship.
Cordially,
Charlie Thomas
President
Furman Student Body
Banks Adams, Jr.
President
Furman Blue Key

Irs. McKenna Chairman
1950 Tuberculosis Drive

0%.

Monday, November 20th, will mark the beginning of the
45th annual sale of Christmas Seals to raise funds for the
global fight against Tuberculosis.

The Registrar's Office has announced a change in class schedules for. Saturday,' November
18. The change has been in
order that students will have
ample time to get to the Clemson-Furman football game. The
change is as follows:
Reg. schedule '
Sat. schedule
Inspection 8:00-8:55

Classes
Classes
Classes
Classes
The
mas
are:
and

members of the tuberculosis Christmas seal committee are shown above. The sale of Christseals will begin on November 20 and will continue until December 25. The committee members
left to right, Mrs. B. D. Cloaninger, Mrs. Mitchell Reams, Mrs. W. C. Bolen, Mr. Grady Evans,
Mrs. A. E. McKenna, chairman of the sale. (Photo by J. F. Williams.)

Prof. Lane Speaks To
New York Alumni
Pledges Twenty
Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity composed of former Boy Scouts, pledged twenty
new members at a meeting held
on October 23. The pledges will
undergo a six week's pledge period before the final initiation
which will be held in December.
Those men who have been
pledged this semester for membership are: G. E. Taylor, textile
manufacturing junior of Newnan,
Georgia; H. D. Dickert, electrical
engineering junior of Orangeburg;
J. A. Gaillard, electrical engineering freshman of Florence; J. A.
Porter, chemistry sophomore of
Williston.
Also, H. L. Dukes, textile manufacturing junior of Newherry;
Jaan Krugvel, agronomy freshman of Estonia and Clemson; M.
L. Fleming, architecture junior
of Spartanburg; C. M. McClure,
chemistry freshman of Anderson;
R. S. Froelick, horticulture sophomore of Allendale, New Jersey.
(Continued on page 3)

Woodward Speaks
To Alumni Groups
Mr. J. H. Woodward, Clemson
alumni secretary, and Major S.
M. Martin, retired professor of
mathematics, spoke to the Philadelphia chapter of Clemson alumni at a meeting November 9.
On Saturday, November 11, Mr.
Woodard addressed the Boston
alumni prior to fhe ClemsonBoston College football game. He
was also present at a meeting of
the Washington, D. C, chapter on
November 13. Dr. Poole and six
of Clerrlson's deans spoke • at this
meeting.

Prof. John Lane, of the English Department, was the
speaker at a meeting of the
Metropolitan Chapter of the
Clemson alumni in New York
City last Wednesday night.
J. Wilson Newman, son of the
late Prof. C. C. Newman of
Clemson, and_ president of the
chapter, presided. Reparts to
the group were made by Barney L. Fink '22, who is secretary, and Dr. Harold H. Keyserling, treasurer.
Among the items of business
transacted was appointment of a
committee to canvass the group
for -donations to the fund for
furnishing the Clemson House.
Keen interest was manifested in
the project.
The attendance was said to be
the largest since 1940, and the
speaker talked about the growth
and progress of Clemson'during
the past .quarter of a century,
particularly during the past decade.
"The reception they accord a
teacher from Clemson and their
broad interest in all activities and
personalities of the college was
stimulating. Their interest in the
retired group arid others who
taught them at Clemson was
heart-warming," Prof. Lane said.
Prof. Lane also attended the
meetings held at the Kenmore
Hotel in Boston, where Curtis Kehew and T: L. Smith had charge
of arrangements, and "Uncle
Jake" Woodward spoke briefly
on the Clemson House.
On Friday evening Coach
Frank Howard appeared on television for an interview by newsmen. "There is no doubt in my
mind about Coach Howard's popularity with newspapermen,"
commented Prof. Lane, "and
wherever I met an alumnus there
(Continued on page 3)

Alpha Zeta Elects
Thirteen Members
The South Carolina' chapter of
the fraternity of Alpha Zeta, national honorary fraternity for agriculturists,
formally initiated
thirteen candidates for membership on November 2. Candidates
for membership are selected on
the basis of their scholastic records, character, and potential
leadership.
The new members are Thomas
W. Culp, agronomy senior of Fort
Mill; Claude M. Inman, animal
husbandry senior of York; Marvin W. Livingston, animal husbandry senior of North; Earle W.
Moore, entomology
senior of
Westminster; Raymond E. Moore,
animal husbandry junior of Duncan.
Also, Lee M. Rea, vocational agriculture education junior of
Matthew, N. C; David E. Small,
vocational agriculture education
senior of Davidson, N. C; Robert
H. Steele, agriculture ' economics
senior of Bear Popular, N. C; Albert C. White, entomology senior
of Chester.
Also, Deaver B. Williams, Jr.,
agriculture economics senior of
Landrum; George E. Wolfe, voca(Continued on page 3)

DR. H. P. COOPER

leaders in Washington to insure
the most effective use of agronomists in the armed servfees. The
plan pointed out 24 ways in which
agronomists could be used effectively.
The largest membership in the
history of the Society,- more than
2000 regular and 1300 student
members, was reported by L. G.
Monthey, executive secretary.
The election of ten members of
the American Society of Agronomy as Fellows of the Society,
highest honors bestowed by the
organization, was announced by
Dr. Firman E. Bear, chairman of
the commttee on election of Fellows.
Dr. G. H. Collings of Clemson
was one of those elected Fellows
of the Society.

*

8:00-8:25

9:05-9:55
8:35-9:10
10:05-10:55
._-. 9:20-9:55
11:05-11:55 _ 10:t5-10:40
12:05-12:55 __ 10:50-11:25

*

*

*

Little Theatre
Hears Reoorts At
Meeting Tuesday
Clemson's Little Theatre met at
the Y. M. C. A. on Tuesday night.
The meeting was opened with a
renort from the executive committee. The business manager
reported that the Little Theatre is
in the best financial condition
since its reorganization. A sinking
fund has been set aside for future
operations, and a budget for the
rest of the season has been approved.
The report of the membership
chairman showed that the number of season ticket holders has
reached the goal of 400.
Professor R. E. Ware, director
of the forthcoming Little Theatre
production of "Berkley Square",
reported that rehearsals were under way.
The entertainment for the evening was provided by the play,
"If Women Worked as Men Do."
Members of the cast were: Miss
Anita Gates, Miss Judy Morgan,
Mrs. Reagan Rowe, and Mrs. R.
E. Ware. The play was directed
by Mrs. John Gates.
It was announced at the meeting that there are still vacancies
on the production staff for "Berkley Square." Those persons interested in working ion the production should contact Jim Beall
in room 1-335.

Church Organizations
Hold Thanksgiving
Sunrise Service
On Tuesday morning, November
21, the student church organizations will conduct the annual
Thanksgiving Sunrise Service in
the Clemson. College Chapel at
6:15 a. m.
The student body and the community residents are invited to
attend and take part in this service. Music by the Clemson College Glee Club will be featured
and the entire service will be conducted by students.

Hurst Named President
Of New Local Lions Club

A Lions Club was organized in Clemson on November 3.
Thanksgiving Holidays Present
to help with organization were Norman Trueblood,
an
International
Lions Club representative, and K. R. Helton,
Begin November 22
Thanksgiving holidays have
been announced by the Registrar's
Office. The holidays will begin
with the last class on Wednesday,
November 22, and will end at
10:00 p. m. on Sunday, November 26.
Next week Thursday, Friday,
and, Saturday classes will be held
on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.

Dean H. P. Cooper Is Elected President
Of The American Society Of Agronomy
Dr. H. P. Cooper, dean of the
Clemson School of Agriculture,
was elected president of the
American Society of Agronomy at
its recent meeting at the Netherland Plaza Hotel in Cincinnati,
Ohio.
More than 1200 members and
guests from all 48 states, and several foreign countries heard reports of recent research in crops
and oils at the week-long meetings. Special honor was paid to
W. L. Slate, Director Emeritus,
Agricultural Experiment Station,
New Haven, Connecticut, one of
the oldest living members of the
Society.
The Society, in a report adopted at its general meeting, recommended a plan to the Secretary
of Defense and other Military.

It was a Danish postal clerk
who originated the idea of a
Christmas Seal to raise money for
a sanatorium for tuberculosis
children in Denmark and it was
an American Red Cross worker
in Wilmington, Delaware who
read of this Sale and designed the
first- American Seals for sale in
1907. Today the double-barred
cross is. an international emblem
and tuberculosis has dropped
from first place to seventh place
among dreaded germ diseases.
In the United States 94 cents
of every Seal Sale dollar works
in the state where it is raised and
the other 6 cents goes to the National Tuberculosis Association
for development of research and
production of materials for the
states.
The familiar little red crosses
and bright Santa buttons will become prominent on the Clemson
Campus next week when Mrs. A.
E. McKenna, Chairman of the
Clemson Sale, and her committee
of workers open the 1950 TB
Christmas Seal Sale. And Clemson citizens will seal letters and
packages with the colorful 1950
Seal which pictures three angelic
children. Mrs. W. C. Bolen is
Co-Chairman of the Sale, Mr.
Grady Evans; is in charge of the
sale of TB Bonds for business
firms in downtown Clemson, Mrs.
B. D. Cloaninger is in charge of
the Sale throughout women's organizations on. the Campus, and
Mr. Mitchell Reames is in charge
(Continued on page 3)

* * * •
Schedule For
Saturday Given

The honor is based on outstanding contributions in the field of
chop and soid science and service
to the Society. The list of Fellows of the Society includes some
75 out of the more than 2,000
members of the Society.
G. H. Collings, professor of
Agronomy at Clemson since 1939,
was recognized for his ability as a
teacher and author in the field
of soil fertility, plant nutrition,
and the use of commercial fertilizers. A graduate of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Dr.
Collings began his professional
career with the South Carolina
Agricultural Experiment Station
in 4918. For the past several
years he has been consulting ag
ricultural editor for a series ol
college text books.

secretary-treasurer of the Pendleton Lions Club. Mr. Helton
is also deputy district governor of this district.
Temporary officers have been
named for the newly organized
club. They are: Dr. Victor Hurst,
president; W. C. Bowen, first
vice-president; A. E. Hammond,
second vice-president; J. C. Hubbard, third vice-president; Grady
Evans, lion tamer; J. W. LaGrone,
tail twister; E. N. Railings, secretary-treasurer. There were also
four directors named. They are:
J. D. Glenn, T. J. Lindsay, H. W.
Humphreys, and Harold Strietman.
The local Lions Club has not
yet been granted a charter from
the International Lions organization. Members who join the club
between now and January 4 will
be charter members.
The charter membership drive
will end January 4. A charter
night will be held on January 11.
There are now fifteen members
in the Clemson Lions Club.
The organization of the local
club is sponsored by the Pendleton Lions Club.

Fluid Drive Applied
To Textile Machine
Professor C. B. Gambrell, Instructor in Textiles, has successfully applied the principle of
transmission of power through a
liquid for driving a textile carding machine.
Several conditions now existent
in the textile industry prompted
Prof. Gambrel's work.' One of
the main reasons was the desire
for a satisfactory individual drive
to replace the overhead multiple
drive, central power source method now in use in most of the textile mills. These overhead drives
require constant maintenance and
the possibility always exists that
the entire card room may be shut
down because of a failure of the
central power unit.
Several individual drives are
available for the carding machine,
however they are expensive and
the necessary starting torque requires a larger motor for starting
than for running conditions in
most cases.
Professor Gambrell's application is simple and inexpensive. It
allows the use of a motor approximately 1-3 the size of that used
on most individual card drives.
The load is applied to the motor
gradually. Shock loads and torsional vibrations are cushioned
cut through the fluid coupling so
that a smooth flow of power is
obtained.

By Their Words
"If I don't catch you cheating,
the devil will."
Dr. Taylor
"Well, boys, we should all see
this. It is as simple as walking
behind a mule, breaking up land."
"Farmer" Brown
"The Truman dollar: one of
constantly decreasing value."
«™H« skeDtic" Stepp
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Intercollegiate I ress and Associated Collegiate Press

Solution Offered For Confusion On
Hall; Upperclassman's Example

founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school
year by 11 <■ students of Clemson College

By "Doc" Baker
PANDEMONIUM REIGNS
Any cadet living in the barracks knows
the situation that exists every night from
Long Roll on. Everybody and his brother
want to see the Company First Sergeant or
Supply Sergeant. Those who don't have
brothers, figuratively speaking, wander in
a steady procession from their rooms to the
latrine or water fountain. Not only is it
annoying to those trying to study, but it
interferes with any activity the two sergeants might want to enter.
The irritating mrt of the problem is, a
workable remedy can be initiated to suppress the uneasiness at night. Why not
let each company have an orderly room?
In some cases, two companies could use one,
large, corner room. This would be a fine
place for the First and Supply Sergeants to
have their desks, forms, ramrods, oil and
patches. They could have a" regular schedule for seeing cadets or issuing supplies.
In this manner, military duties would not be
overworking these individuals.

j H i; rii.i:K is Snulh Oiro ni-n's oldest college newspaper. Its claim, ''The
Smith's Most ljilni'sliiiK CulJejse NewsiKiper." is bused on circuhition, comments, and Kener: 1 attitude of those who read it.
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Handicap
For many years now, Clemson has suffered under what
amounts to cultural handicap. Though the adminstration
exerts every effort to bring to Clemson the best music and
entertainment, they, have been held back to a considerable
degree by the fact that neither the college nor the community offers adequate facilities for the presentation of
artists such as Sir Thomas Beecham's Royel Philharmonic
Orchestra. Individual performers like Charles Laughton
are not helped, either, by the places in which they perform.
Talk of the Town
The field house is quite obviously no place to ask worldrenowned musician to give concerts. Its bare brick walls,
its exposed steel 'construction, and its hard bleachers add
nothing to a musical presentation. There are "dead spots" in
the large gym; in these spots, sound is distorted or eliminated.
The .only other alternative is the Chapel. Here again
the acoustics leave much to be desired. Too, the seating
By Grady Daniel
capacity in the chapel is limited, no match for the crowds
that attend our concerts. And though it was some time
PROGRESS? WOW!
RUMORS WERE FLYING
ago, its basic architecture remains the same hideous "Victorian" style. The full benefit of the Concert Series will
Have you noticed the small ant-hills and
It seems that every year at this time sponnever be realized until Clemson has some auditorium that is
the miniature Grand Canyon in the vicinity taneous rumors begin their invasion of the
comfortable, commodious, pleasing to the eye, and one which
of third barracks lately? They're growing. minds of our students. I don't know how or
possesses good acoustics.
When I first noticed them I couldn't decide where they. have their origin, but spme of
whether North Korean termites were begin- them range in scope from "a Russian! invaning to move in or someone was building a sion of Alaska" to an extended Thanksgiving
//
gold vault under the barracks. Then some- vacation because of the need of repair of
body suggested that they might be landscap- our heating system. When I got the word
One of the unwritten laws of our college is that a Clemson ing the grounds which was indeed a silly about his invasion of Alaska; you could have
man speaks to everybody he meets on the street. It is, deduction.
knocked me down with a soda straw.
perhaps, an ideal rather than a law or even a custom.
Here we were, all slaving away down at
I inquired into the situation and was told
Nevertheless, we have the reputation of being one of the
that the jagged incision into the historic the Tiger office and some "combatty characfriendliest student bodies in the South, and therefore, we
earth was for the purpose of laying a steam ter" waltzes in and nonchalantly announces
think, in the nation. It is the sort of reputation to be enline to the new chemistry building, which that Alaska has been invaded by the reds—
couraged and enhanced through constant practice of the
goes to show that this building will be about what a blow! I was shocked beyond recogcommon civilities of life. The so-called "common courtesies"
as completely equipped as one could expect. nition. Then in all the confusion somebody
are what make this existance bearable.
It' will also be about the most beautiful yelled, "Hot Dog! We'll scoop the GreenSocial intercourse between healthy minds, the awareville News." You can read this issue of the
building on the campus^.
ness that others experience the same emotions and impresSo, if any of you are perturbed about the Tiger and plainly see that we did not, for
sions, give to us a priceless bond of fellowship. We Clemson
the whole bally-hoo was only a rumor.
students need such a bond. We have no fraternities in the present appearance of your campus, forget
As you have probably seen by now, ruit. Even if trees are being felled here and
social sense as other institutions do.
mors
only cause unnecessary worry, exciteIt is to encourage the "common courtesies" and to con- there, and building materials are haphazard- ment, and disappointment. Don't believe
tinue our traditions that the week of November 15-22 has ly piled in some, of your favorite spots, "be them. They may only cause you to get all
been designated "Howdy Week" by Student Body Presi- ye not disturbed," for these are marks of hot and bothered over nothing. I'll believe
dent Harrison McLaurin. We would encourage every stu- progress.
that we. are getting an extended ThanksgivRemember what they did to Hotel Hill?
dent to participate in this campaign and to extend it on
ing vacation because of heating difficulties
At one time it was just a huge evacuation inthrough the year and the college career.
when I wake up some morning and see little
Have a word of greeting for everyone you meet—student, to a mound of red "South Carolina" clay— men carrying my radiator out of the room on
look at it now, a landmark to the countryside.
professor, or visitor!
a stretcher.
Progress, son. Progress!!
To you men who have anything to do with
starting these rumors, I send you a sizeable
PASTRY; JAVA, JIVES WELL
bundle cf wild onions, garlic, and rabbit toWITH TROOPS
bacco. These rumors certainlv don't boost
Not too long ago I dealt the Mess Hall a the morale of the troops any. We could do
Mid-semester reports and grades have been posted and
rather
fowl blow concerning, eggsand zip. without them.
sent out. More than half the student body received "unsatisSince
then
I have been somewhat enlightenfactory" reports in a leats one course.
ed
on
the
subject.
It was my opinion that
A SALUTE TO THE "Y"
That is regrettable, but not exactly, unexpected. Rather,
the
eggs
were
cold
storage
or
powdered,
or,
it is something to keep in the backs of our minds as the
This past Saturday night I had the pleasmaybe mixed, but they're not. They are
semester draws inexorably to a close.
ure of being a guest of the YMCA Cabinet at
It is not a discouraging fact, but one which should be fresh yard eggs, not over two or three days a supper held in the cabinet room of the
stimulating. To serve its purpose, it must make us stop, look old, and come from within a radius of twenty "Y". I must say that I really enjoyed it
around and review the semester's work, seeing where we miles around Clemson.
and the discussion that followed the meal.
Every effort is made to serve them in the Never before have I actually taken time to
have fallen short. It should goad us on to increased efforts,
most appetizing manner possible, excluding enumerate the many privileges that the "Y"
to higher standards of scholarship.
getting up at two o'clock in the morning and provides for us, nor had I realized just how
frying three thousand eggs sunny side up, interesting YMCA work could be. I feel
BLUE SLIP.5
P£V/oH .WELL . l\ but some troops that eat them have com- sure that many of our students, besides my~~pi OION'T WANT TO
plained about eggshells being in them. How- self would feel the same way if they would
GO ANYWHERE ON
ever, the only solution I can offer for this only stop to think.
WEEKENDS
problem is to either stop eating the eggs or
The "Y" not only provides us intramural
ANV WRY —
pick out the eggshells. These shells are sports equipment, but also furnishes many
only found in a few dishes anyway, and eggs opportunities for fellowship among ourare only a minor part of what I have in mind selves, by having "open house." It also proat present.
vides us with several rooms that we can reThe primary motive of this plug neverthe- lax in and read the latest issues of popular
less, is to congratulate the Mess Hall on the magazines; shoot a few games of pool, play
improvement in coffee and the delicious pas- ping-pong, go swimming, etc. Still, I think
tries that they have been serving lately. . I the most important thing, and perhaps the
myself as well as many others have noticed most influential thing that the "Y" does is to
the marked change. in the taste of the cof- provide barracks discussion groups and put
fee—it's GREAT!
on the vesper programs. Many have re•If it's anything we need at breakfast each ceived unlimited benefits from both these
morning it's coffee that is so strong that it programs.
will dissolve the spoon with which you stir,
Let's face,the facts. The "Y" is doing a
to keep us awake in classes. I say this in fine job on this campus and we all appreall seriousness, too, the coffee is really good. ciate your efforts. I, personally, just want
Most of the troops do like it strong enough to to take time out to express my appreciation.
curl your toenails, myself included.
We salute you—YMCA!
i ,
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Progress, Pleasure, Pastry Please
Proser; Propaganda Puzzles People

Ho/wcfyl"

"Blue Slips"

ijLftJt

Furthermore* part of the unreast on
the halls at night is probably due to the
fact that the cadets can't get out. If they
are hungry, they must suffer, since prohibited visiting prevents their looking
for someone with something to eat. They
could take limited kinds of foodstuffs
to their rooms, but who likes drinks that
have been sitting in a warm room for
three or four hours.
With nothing to eat and no means of obtaining anything edible, is it a small wonder
the students can't sit in their rooms and be
unconcerningly quiet. Their only source
of relief is making frequent trips to the
latrine or water fountain.
The above mentioned orderly rooms could
easily house coke and candy machines. The
automatic venders could be used by the
students at a given time each night. This
wouldn't require any extra work bcause the
Hall NCO could be there for thirty or fortyfive minutes to maintain order.
Likewise, it would not deprive the
Athletic Association' of any funds. In
all probability it would aid them. Let
the Athletic Association have the receipts from these machines. The cadets
want the food and drink.

"MONKEY SEE, MONKEY DO"
Ever since I began school at Clemson,
I've heard of the high honor and manners
attributed Clemson men. Also, I've heard of
the fine spirit and close working order between the freshmen and upperclassmen. For
the past two years, these hearsays have been
grossly abused. The cadets wearing anything other than the numeral one on their
collars have generally establishhed themselves in a position of being unapproachable.
The truth of the matter is that everyone is fallible. There is no person at
Clemson who can boast of being perfect
in every respect. Futhermore, if one is
an upperclassman, it dosen't give him
the authority to think that he isn't setting an example for those students who
are learning the principles and policies
of the school. They will adhere to one
little wrong thing ten times more readily
than they will to a big, right thing.
Many times one little word or one little
act will have a great influence upon
those who are to take over the posts
of student leaders in a few more years.
Upperclassmen, tuck this thought in
your minds and give a little forethought
to thpse seemingly insignificant wrongdoings,
.
Remember, too, when the time for
participation in student activities arrives, you may be the determining factor
in a student chain of future reactions.
DIRTY CLASSROOMS
While we're on the subject of leadership,
a few of the professors might take Heed.
Some of the classrooms throughout the various college buildings look like collecting
points for premature disposal plants. Everyone knows the professors don't put this trash
on- the floors, everyone also knows they
don't take very much interest in trying to
keep it off the floors. In addition to being
untidy, dirty floors are unsanitary. If the
class members don't put the bits of paper,
match sticks, or what have you in the proper
receptacles, a few reminding words from
you professors would do the trick.
If the students don't object to sitting in
a trash heap, the professors concerned should
certainly object to teaching in one.

Gags From Other College Rags
By JOHNNIE NOWELL
A man from a small town was
attending a convention in the big
city, and he and some of his fellow hoodlums took in a burlesque
show. The next day he was
forced to see an oculist.
"After I left the show last
night," he explained, "my eyes
were red and sore and inflamed."
The oculist examined his eyes,
thought a minute, and said, "After
this, try blinking your eyes once
or twice during the show . . . you
won't miss much."
Kentucky Kernel
Then there_ was the girl who
soaked her' strapless evening
gown in coffee to make it stay up
all night.
Old Gold and Black
A long skirt is like prohibition
—the joints are still there but
1 hey're harder to find.
Gamecock

Don't forget the Scotchman who think you got something cooking
called up his girl to find out what —the flame goes out"!
night she was free.
She was only the coalman's
daughter—but, oh, where she had
. Joyce: "Do. I have to go to
bin.
school again, Mother?"
Mother: "Of course, Joyce."
It was the first day of school,
Joyce: "Why, Mother, I heard and the teacher was telling the
you tell Father last night that I class how to raise their fingers if
knew entirely too much-"
they had to go to the-rest room.
Gamecock After the teacher had gone into
the details on how it was done,
"Lady Godiva looks O. K.", said Little Willie turned to the boy
the director, "but keep her off Set behind him and said, "I really
5; Morris Barloff is doing a hair don't think that will stop it."
raiser."
There was a young man named
Little Willy is a funny
Willy, .
And eccentric little waif;
Whose actions were what you'd
Swallowed all of sister's money,
call silly,
Said he was playing safe.
He went to a ball
Dressed in nothing at all,
He: "Why is a girl like an old Pretending to represent . . . Chili.
stove?"
She was a moon-shiner's daughHim: "I don't know."
He: "Cause just when you ter, but he loved her still!

Platter Chatter . . . •
By STAN KOHN
Hi, "people, it's time to listen
to some things you haven't heard
and might want to listen to. Anyway, it's music and that's all that
counts or you wouldn't be here in
the first place.
Tops is Doris Day's album of
songs you may have heard in the
movie "Tea for Two". Doris
sounds like Anita O'Day and she's
backed by the Page Cavanaugh
trio, Alex Stordahl's orchestra,
and Gene Nelson's taps. Some of
the tunes in the book are Crazy
Rhythm, Tea for Two, and I
Know That You Know. She has
also put out How It Lies on a
single with If I Could Be With
You as the flipover.
Somebody mentioned Louis
Armstrong recently and I looked all over for his latest. His
latest ain't released yet. It's Cavalliera Ruticana which he'll make
with Gordon Jenkins. I think
that Satchmo used to do this same
number way back before most of
us were born. He's also writing
a book to be called "The Armstrong Story" which can be expected almost any year now.
Saw this ad in a record store
recently: "Songs that are not too
fast, and not too slow. THE
HALF-FAST MUSIC COMPANY.
For the movie fans: RKO is go-

ing to make a movie called Star
and Stripe Forever another of
those musicals about the USO.
(Remember Stage Door Canteen)
Dinah Shore is to be the star
and the proceeds wll go to the
Damon Runyan cancer fund. Al
Jolson, before his death, was also
contracted to appear in the film.
Arturo Toscanini will conduct the
NBC Symphony in the title march
by Sousa and our own Dixie.
They've played it over and over
again in the mess hall but I'm
gonna squeeze in one more time
as a request. Ramona's favorite
is All My Love as performed by
Bill something, butvI can't find
it by him. RCA has a good one
out by Dennis Day and the male
chorus and orchestra under the
baton of Charles Dent. Flip side
is Goodnight Irene of sixth barracks fame, better than most versions we've heard.
Four Brothers, recorded by
Wcody Herman around 48 gives
us a wonderful opportunity to
compare the works of three leading tenormen. Not only do they
play the same chords, but the
same rhythm under the same conditions. Zoot Sims is the first
soloist, followed by Herbie Steward and then Stan Getz. Those
of you who are sax fans should

hear this for it gives you a very
fine chance for a useful comparison.
Ella Fitzgerald has come through
again with a fine platter. It's a
Decca featuring Ella and something called 'her' band. Top side
is Molasses with a cute flipside,
Santa Claus Got Stuck in My
Chimney. In case you're wondering too, I think it's Charlie
Shavers on trumpet.
Flanagan's back again with
Apple Blossom Time on RCA.
It's the same old Ralph so if you're
in the Flanagan Fan Club get this
one. Flip over to I'll Never Be in
Love Again. Love Again has
Harry Prime on vocals, but Ralph
has the same tune out with Steve
Benoric on the vocal and the reverse is Billboard March. Don't
know what the idea is, but it
seems that Ralph should have
left well enough alone.
Bing's brother Bob Crosby, that
is, is next to spin for you. He has
two records out and they're all
great if you like the tune to begin with. Something neat is the
fact that he uses both a string
bass and a tuba for the waxing
He's done two Sousa marches
High School Cadets and King Cotton, and believe me I've heard the
boys in sixth barracks do much
(Continued on Page 3)
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THE HISTORY OF COTTON TEXTILES
STIRRED by the success of
William Gregg, southern
business men were convinced industry could flourish in Dixie. Their ambitions were stimulated by
the International Cotton Exposition of 1881 in Atlanta
which was staged primarily
to encourage better methods
of planting and ginning cctton. The new machines
shown there inspired many
visitors, however, and mills
sprang up throughout the
South, where 80 per cent of
the industry is located today.
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VlSllSK-fO YtJE INfeeNAIlONAl- COTTON
EXPOSITION, isai, SENSE NEwoPftufruN►TlES IN TEXTILE MANUFACTURE.

HOuceHeHtsoFfetE LAND, BUILDINGS, CHEAP
IR5WH? ANP LOW TAXES PROMPTED NOftW«tf
INTEf?EST5 TO TAKE PART IN THE SOOTHS
[INOUSTieiAL EXPANSION.

«AN V NOPfflEPN MILL? ALSO MOVED SOUTH 1
TO BE NEAR THE SOUI3CES OF RAW COTTON. |

MfCHANI?4TlON OP A GREAT INDUSTRY NOW
BfTENOS TO THE COTTON FIELDS THEMSELVES

Clemson Now Has Biggest Band Bn Years
Civil Air Patrol
Plans Announced
Shown above are the men who were pledged to Alpha Phi Omega on October 23. They will undergo a six week's pledge period before final initiation in December. They are: First row, left to
right, Lawrence Fleming, Arnold Gaillard, Jaan Kurgvel, Bob Smith, Julian Smith. Second row,
left to right, Bill Schwartz, Ed Taylor, pledge chairman, Donny Dickert, Bill Rentershan, Lamar
Neville, Pierce Day. Third row, left to right, Ray Bell, J. P. Hudson, John Porter, Jay Poison, Cliff
MeClure. Not in picture, Harry Dukes, Tom Gioiosa, Bob Froelick, Pat Rush, H. W. Hughes

FFA Adopts Program;
Conditions In Japan
Discussed By Ritchie

Prof. Lane

The Clemson band has the largest number of men this year that
it has had in at least the last
four years. There are ninetyfour men in.the company this year
with fourteen trombones leading
the procession.
In marching, the band drills
just like any other. platoon arjd
plays as it marches. It marches
by cadents and listens to the
drum-major for instructions. The
drum-major instructs the band
when marching by blowing his
whistle. The band drills extra
time besides the regular drills and
has band practices. The band
averaged, during the football season about four hours of extra
drill a week. Gary Hayes, a
senior who hails from Ellentown,
has led his company to, victory in
one of the company competition
parades this year and has hopes of
winning others. Jack Padgett, the
student bandmaster, is
from
Ridgeland. The band is under the
direction of First Lt. Padgett. The
drug-major, P. C. Davis, comes
from Greer.
The band went to New York uv
the summer of 1949 as guests of
the Lions Club to parade in the
Lions National Convention parade, representing South Carolina.- Of all the bands participating in the parade, Clemson won
second place in the adult division and three hundred dollars.
The band goes to a number of
parades in the state. For the last
two years it has been to tlie Azalea Festival in Charleston. They
parade at Yule parades in nearby
cities and towns such as Greenville, Anderson, Abbeville, and
will parade in Pickens this year.
It has a big parade on Army Day
and other special occasions.
Following the football team to
many of its games, the band has

It was announced by Major
General -Lucas V. Beau, USAF
National Commander of the Civil
Air Patrol, that South Carolina
will be the thirty-second CAP
wing to participate in "Operation
Search and Rescue—Civil Air Patrol" during November 17th'
through 19th, at Florence, South
Carolina.
The Civil Air Patrol began an
extensive program involving
search and rescue techniques this
summer with the cooperation of
the Air Rescue Service, MATS,
USAF.
The first "SAR-CAP" mission
was conducted -on June 18th of
this year with the Pennsylvania
Wing performing a state-wide air
and ground search under supervision of the 6th Air Rescue
Squadron, ARS.
The South Carolina CAP Wing
will be divided into several groups
and have approximately 35 aircraft participating and over 250
senior members and cadets taking
part in the operation. Each group
will be given a selected target
within its designated sector of
the state. It is anticipated that
within a matter of a few hours
that the separate groups will locate its search objective from the
air and will send ground teams
out with complete medical firstaid, evacuation and communications equipment. The results of
this training mission will provide
an efficiency index of the operations of the South Carolina Wing.
n
' Civil Air Patrol pilots flew approximately 6,611 hours during
1949 on air missions requested by
ARS. To date, the hours flown
by CAP units on such missions
exceed the total hours of 1949.
These search and rescue exercises
are of immense benefit to the
TWO REASONS
units at thrs time because of the
"I'll bet you thnk twice before
expected all-out coordination with leaving that wife of yours alone
all the state and local civil de- for an evening. Am I right?"
fense directors in their defense
"I'll say. First I have to think
plans.
up an.excuse for getting out, then
a reason why she can't come."

Clemson's chapter of the Future
Farmers of America held its regular meeting on Monday, November 14. President W. T. Cook
conducted the meting through
the opening ceremony.
After the ceremony, Professor
R. R. Ritchie, the guest speaker,
that 'Tlickers" Snow is about drastic steps.
was introduced by Professor J.
OSCAR SAYS
to run the Clemson Theatre out of
that "Harry Mac" and his B. Monroe, the chapter adviser.
business.
-OSCAR SAY5"Took" let it hang out all the way Mr. Ritchie, who is professor of
that he |(Oscar) believes that last weekend, and so soon after animal husbandry, has recently
"Pear Baby" is the man behind the dance, too.
returned to Clemson after a two
the "camera."
year's leave of absence. During
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
that Tommy Mann got all ex- his leave of absence, Mr. Ritchie
that Reagen (the curfew hubby) cited over a certain girl's picture served as a livestock expert with
Rowe should either learn to read in the paper.
the United States Army in Japan.
or stay away from the microphone
OSCAR SAYS
After a discussion of the conin the Mess HaLL
that he (Oscar) can see why. ' dition in Japan, Mr. Ritchie showOSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
ed slides which portrayed the
that he (Oscar) wants to cast
that he (Oscar) thought that living conditions of the Japanese
the first vote to "Fats" Berry for two thousand people couldn't be
people. Following the showing
"Booby King!"
wrong, but he (Oscar) was mis- of slides, the chapter adopted the
■
OSCAR SAYS
taken.
following program for the year:
that for the benefit of the peons
-OSCAR SAYSon the campus he (Oscar) wishes
that every one of them thinks Sponsor an initiating team; send,
delegates to State Fair; sponsor
to let it be known that the Blue he (Oscar) is somebody else.
exhibit at agriculture fair; sponKey directory was edited by J.
-OSCAR SAYSsor two socials; invite two speakthat he (Oscar) is getting
Foster (I'm Who's Who) Cathcart.
ers each semester to speak to the
OSCAR SAYS
charge out of the confusion.
that he (Oscar) hears that it is
group; sponsor discussion on how
-OSCAR SAYSthat a lot of people are going to to have an active F. F. A. in high
practically impossible to have a
get a shock, including Bill (I run a sch6ol; sponsor contestant for
company social in Greenville.
-OSCAR SAYSsaloon)
Gaillard," "Diamond- Trustee Medal.
that if "Napoleon" Eckman back" Aiken, and "Has-been" McAlso, secure movies for chapdoesrl't quit sounding off with Mahan,
ter meetings; sell tickets at anfalse alarms about the ROTC
-OSCAR SAYS
nual Clemson-P.C. football game
also Sprinkleburg.
checks, he (Oscar) is going to take
to high school F. F. A. and 4-H
Club students; to give at least one
radio program per semester; sponsor F. F. A. string band and quartet;
sponsor two representatives
(Continued from Page 2)
(Continued from page 1)
to the national F. F. A. conven- Thanksgiving Menu
better. But nothing can beat was great enthusiasm for the tion.
For Koreans
After the program was adopted,
Hands Across the Sea and Echo Clemson Head and his undefeated
the meeting w%s closed with the
Chambers.
football team."
While the housewives are busy
I don't know why, but here's a
with their plans for savory
A partial list of those attending pledge to the flag.
Signature disc of that same Mo- the New York meeting at Miller's
Thanksgiving menus for the famlases that Ella Fitzgerald did so Restaurant on Fulton Street fol- Alpha Phi Omega
ily tables every where, the folwell. This is by Eugenia Baird lows. Most of them asked to be
lowing menu is being prepared
and Band and not as good as the remembered to "everybody" at
and held in readiness for the
(Continued from page 1)
previous. Even worse is a take Clemson.
Koreans "over there":
Also, T. E. Gioiosa, architectuoff on King Cole's and Stan KenHot lead, garnished with TNT
Attending the New York dinton's Orange Colored Sky. Only ner meeting at Miller's . Restau- ral engineering sophomore of Nitric Acid
Blowtorch Soup
difference is that Stan used over rant on Fulton Street in New Bethesda, Maryland; R. M. Smith,
Bomb Noodles, a la America
civil engineering freshman of Silthirty pieces and this clown has York were the following:
Sword Tea, with the cream
four: a drum, piano, bass, and
of U. S. Manhood
Adams, John W. Jr. '38; Adams, ver Springs, Maryland; P. B. Day,
guitar.
Patrick H. '06; All, Raymond A. electrical engineering freshman of Shotgun Dressing,
Here's something that you '34; Bobrow, Alvin E. '44; Boyd, Johnston.
real Yankee style
Also, W. S. Schwartz, mechanshould enjoy for a change. It's a George M. '50; Bryan, Joseph H.
War Bond Marmalade
duett by Perry Como and Betty '41; Calhoun, L. M. '37; Calhoun ical engineering sophomore of
with vengence
Hutton. Perry's soft and easy Patrick N. '32; Chapman, W. Charleston; R. R. Bell, industrial Dessert, The hot indignation of
voice contrasts with Betty's un- Marshall '48; Crawford, Aubrey education junior of Pelzer; H. W. an infuriated democratic people,
inhibited and exuberant vocaliz- W. (of Clemson) '30; Cunning- Reuthershan, textile manufacturServed jn special courses
ing sophomore of Springfield, New
ing on A Bushel and a Peck. Pop- ham, William C. '38;
By the Army,- the Navy
over is a tune written especially
and the Marines.
Also, Day, Charles B. '26; Dr. Jersey; Pat Rush, arts and scienfor the duet by these two stars, Russell W. Dorn '38; Doux, Jules ces freshman of Clemson.
(And if the gluttons are still
Also, J. M. Smith, agronomy hungry, there's more to follow.)
She's a Lady.
T. '39: Elphick, Neil C. '41; FletI had to dig deep for this one cher, Edwin V. '25; Ford, Charles freshman of Anderson; J. P. Hudto get it out in time for Christ- R. '20; Harrington, Rudolph C. son, mechanical engineering sophmas. The Three Suns perform '28; Hartley, Ralph L. '23; Hen- omore of Decatur, Georgia; J. B.
Feminine compliment: "My
Sleigh Ride for RCA Victor. Per- derson, Rudolph C. '28; Hunter, Poison, architecture freshman of dear, what a perfectly stunning
sonally it remind me of Mule William J. '15; Imershein, Rich- Hartsville; and H. W. Hughes,
Train with the horse's hooves and ard C. '48; Jennings, David '02; architectural engineering junior dress—didn't they have your
size?"
of Augusta, Georgia.
whip cracking too. And ifNyou Jones, Maurice A. '28;
make that comparison, then you'll
Also, Littlejohn, Elmer G. '20;
certainly think that Frankie Lathe Livingston, Ernest F. '48; Logan,
could do a better job.
Francis R. '22; Maroney, Joseph
The movies seem to be capti- P. '39; Mazyck, Harry B. '30; Mcvating the music world with three Gee, Robert M. '38; Misdom,
853.00
new musicals: "Mr. Music" fea- Howell E. '36; Misdom, Robert C.
1. The suit you want Is priced
turing Bing Crosby, "I'll Get By" ex '38; Mitchell, George F. '02;
$45.00
2. The topcoat you want is priced
has Dennis Day and Harry James Moss, James R. '33; Neufer, John
on horn, and "The West Point M. '37;
_$100.00
3. You need
Story" has music by Doris Day.
Also, Quantz, Miller P. '40;
Rogers, Frank C. Jr., '44; Shain,
.. $60.00
4. You have
Charles W. '50; Spiro, Arthur M.
Christmas Seal
'45; Steele, Richard N. '42; Stevenson, Thomas C. '24; Swearing(Continued from page 1)
en, Leonard D. '31; Volk, Leonard
1. Buy same suit at OPO
i„i.90
of the Sale throughout the men's '44;* Walsh, Allen A. '28; Ward,
Everett P. '37; Ward, Joshua, '15;
organizations.
2. Buy same topcoat at OPO
$22.50
Miss Sidelle Ellis has made dis- Ward, S. Mortimer, Jr. '02; Watplays for the Clemson Library kins, Willis W. '21; Wendell,
3. You still have $5.55 left for taking your best girl to
and the stenographers on the Henry ex '51; Woodward, Wade,
dinner.
Campus have addressed an- Jr. '22; Wylie, J. Caldwell '03;
nouncements of the Sale to all Zakheim, Ralph N. '43; Paulsen,
Grover
C.
Jr.
'38;
Ullnick,'
Burton
residents of the community.
On Tuesday morning of this '50; Clarkson, Robert J. (Visitor,
week an educational film, "Com- Winsboro, S. C.) '33.
ing Home" was shown at the Calhoun-Clemson High School.
NOTE — If you have
December 3rd has been desig- Alpha Zeta
nated as "TB Sunday" and special
no girl, borrow 40c
(Continued from page 1)
Double-Cross bulletins will be
tional
agriculture
education
senused in the Campus Churches and
and buy a pair of wool
the Y. M. C. A. The Girl Scouts ior of Inman; Millis B. Wright,
and Boy Scouts of the Campus, agronomy junior of Fairbluff, N.
flannel slacks to wear
too, have joined in with the peo- C; and John W. Smith, horticulple of the community to make the ture senior of Lancaster.
with a sport jacket
The following are the officers
Sale a complete community projNew Location
of the fraternity: Alan Sibley,
ect.
106
N. MAIN ST.
chancellor;
Robert
Prince,
scribe;
The sale of Seals and buttons
will be continued in Clemson un- Winston Sibley, treasurer; and
In the Heart 9$ Greenville
til December 25.
W. M. Manning, chronicler.

Platter Chatter

(By Alton Gwinn)
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Sibley And Flowers

been to Wake Forest and Carolina
this year as well as playing at the
home games. During the half
times of the football games the
band drills and gives music to
accompany the special attractions.
The band turns out in full
strength to give the "pep meetings" their largest group.
The
band carries its own chairs from
their quarters to the meeting. The
band when not playing is always
cheering. This section is usually
as large as the cheering section
and is always there even if no
one else yells.
Last year the band, together
with the Glee Club, made a recording, of which over 500 albums
have been sold. Some of the records included in these albums are
the Alma Mater, Tiger Song, The
Fight Song, and different marches.
The Clemson Concert Band is

organized during the second
semester. It gives an annual concert on Mother's Day and is making plans to give a concert at
Winthrop College the latter part
of the second semester.
The band has appropriated

three hundred dollars each yea
from the college and makes wha
expenses it further needs. Cap
tain Hayes says that this does nc
cover all the expenses, but th
band is working hard and enjoy
ing itself.

Patronize

SAM'S LUNCH
Greenville, S. C.
Clemson Students Always Welcome
The Only Store in Greenville Created
Especially For Students

DRAKE'S STUDENT SHOP
Next to Center Theater

SUBSCRIBE TO THE TIGER. CLIP This Coupon, and send it with check
or money order for two dollars.
THE TIGER, BOX 269, CLEMSON, S. C.
Please find enclosed a remittance of two dollars for one year's subscription to The Tiger.
NAME

r

STREET ADDRESS
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CITY

STATE

THEM ALL!
challenges
any other leading brand
to suggest this test J
PHILIP MORRIS

Winston Sibley won second
highest honor in the intercollegiate judges contest held as part of
the Eastern National Livestock
show. The show was held in Baltimore, Maryland November 9
through 13.
Frank Flowers was high man in
the hog judging contest. Clemson won fifth place in. the complete contest. Fourteen teams
were entered.
Members of the Clemson team
are: Frank Flowers, Winston Sibley, Billy Patton, Bob Johnston,
and . George .Liebenrood. Alternate was Bill Schwiers.

"WEARY

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF
SMOKERS, who tried this test,
report in signed statements that
PHILIP MORRIS IS DEFINITELY
LESS IRRITATING, DEFINITELY MILDER!

1. . . Light up a PHILIP MORRIS
Just take a puff—DON'T INHALE—and
s-l-o-w-l-y let the smoke come through
your nose. Easy, isn't it? And NOW...

«b. .. Light up your present brand
Do exactly the same thing—DON'T
INHALE. Notice that bite, that sting?
Quite a difference from PHILIP MORRIS!

Other brands merely make claims—but PHILIP MORRIS invites you
to compare, to judge, to decide for yourself.
Try this simple test. We believe that you, too, will agree . . .
PHILIP MORRIS is, indeed, America's FINEST Cigarette!

EXPERT REPAIRS
Cleaning, oiling and repairs
done quickly by experts using only genuine replacement
materials. Bring your watch
in for free inspection.

SPECIAL FOR
ELGIN OWN ERS
Get the amazing
new DuraPower
Mainspring* that holds its
springiness. Available for
most Elgins.

NO CIGARETTE
HANGOVER
means MORE SMOKING PLEASURE!

•Made of "'Eleiloy" metal: Patent pending

Clemson Jewelers

"The Country Gentleman's
Jeweler"
Across from 5 & 10c
Clemson
S. C.

CALL
FOR

PHIUPMORRIS
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By Charles Meiburg

Clemson Advances To 11th In Nation
figers Reach Highest Position Of Years;
Ohio State Replaces Army In First Spot

Cone And Michaels
In First Place Tie !
Clemson's high riding and undefeated Tigers were standing on the eleventh rung of the Associated Press ladder of the For S. C. Point Lead

nation's leading football teams. The Bengals jumped two
LAST HOME APPEARANCE FOR SENIORS
spaces over their rating last week, and are presently in the
This week's tilt with Furman will mark the final home highest position they've reached this year.
appearance of fourteen graduating seniors. These men are:
Trbuncing Boston College 35-14,! "V
center Jack Brunson; guards Sterling Smith and Jack Child- Howard's charges received a total (
260 votes, an increase of eigh- j
ress; tackles Billy Grigsby (alternate captain) and Dick Gil- of
ty-five over the polls last week, j
lespie; ends Bob Hudson and Gil Rushton; blocking backs Seventy of these votes were the j
Wyndie Wyndham (alternate captain), Dick Hendley, and result of Clemson's seven first
votes, the same number atFrank Carothers; tailbacks Jackie Calvert (alternate captain) place
Clemson's swimmers, who have
tained last time. .
ana Albert 'Willis; fullback Fred Cone (captain); and wingQuite some changes were no- yet to miss cobpying the state
back Ray Mathews (alternate captain), who will not see ac- ted in the voting this week as crown, are whipping into shape
compared to last week's. Ohio as a result of their continued daily
tion because of the injury he received in the Wake Forest State gained the first place nod, workouts.
tilt. These men will be sorely missed, but Coach Frank How- just 31 votes ahead of second
Coach McHugh revealed that
ard already has his eyes set on men to replace many of these place Oklahoma. Army, num- the Tigers have added Furman to
ber one in the previous poll, their schedule in a regular season
veterans.
held down third.
However, meet to take place in February.

Bengal Swimmers
Begin On Jon. 13

Furman is Clemson's second oldest opponent. Only
South Carolina has tangled with the Tigers more than
the Purple Hurricane. Of a total of 36 games played,
the Country Gentlemen have won 22, lost 10, and tied 4.
Not since 1936 has Furman been able to defeat the Tigers;
however, they tied the Bengals the following year. Last season in Greenville, the Purples were given their best chance
of winning since then, but Clemson gained a 28-21 victory.
This year, too, the Hornets could upset the dope bucket as
has been done all over the country. But the Tigers appear
too strong from where I sit.
\
KIND-HEARTED HOWARD
Coach Denny Myers of Boston College had better be
thankful Clemson head man Frank Howard has a kind heart.
For after the Tigers rolled to four quick third quarter touchdowns, they could have named their own score. However,
the Country Gentlemen took pity on the Yankees and held
the score to a minimum of 35-14 with reserves taking over
for the last of the third period and all of the fourth quarter.
Even the Boston sportswriters agree. Excerpts from
several of Boston's leading newspapers follow— These
clippings previously appeared in the Anderson Daily
Mail. John Gillooly in the Boston Advertiser says,
"Clemson, an old B. C. friend from Cotton Bowl connections, acted like an ally. It kept the score decent as all
books, musical and burlesque, in Boston should he kept
. . . Coach Frank Howard of the orange and black bully
boys from South Carolina, who is looking for a howl hid,
was over-merciful or he pulled punches too soon. Oklahoma whipped B. C. 28 points; Mississippi by 54. Clemson could have won, maybe, by 60 yesterday ..."
Will Cloney of the Boston Herald said of the game,
"Charlie Radcliff, a sophomore from Norfolk, converted all
five Clemson points. So confident was he that he never
bothered to look up after he kicked the ball. He'd just stoop
right over, pick up his rubber tee, and trot back to the bench.
He might have been a lot busier had Frank Howard wanted
to rub it in . . ."
In the Boston Post, Joe McKenney said, "The final score
is deceiving, because in this instance figures rolled up a score
of 35-0 mainly by tallying four times during the third period.
Its backs were running through much the same sort of opposition that Santa Claus and the other marchers in downtown
pageants encountered . . . Actually it seemed lucky Clemson
College didn't score 75 points . . ."
CARD SECTION FOR FURMAN GAME
Two weeks ago I said that the Clemson students would
have a card section during the half-time of the Duquesne
game. However, the cards were not finished in time to be
used. For over 12,000 vards had to be glued together and
shellacked. Now the cards have been finished and are ready
to go!
Plans are now for the cards to be passed out during
the half for use during the intermission period. Those
students in the special section are asked to remain fairly
still and not move around too much so that the stunt will
go over. On the signals from the cheerleaders, e"ach
student will hold up the card which his directions specify. In this manner, letters will he formed and words
spelled. Then on another signal from the cheerleaders,
the cards will be taken down.
This will be the- first time such a stunt has been attempted at Clemson, so let's back the cheerleaders up and
cooperate fully. They deserve a lot of the credit for attempting this plan.

Chesterfield's Last
Pre-Holiday Contest
C. J. Burton, 8-334, won the carton of cigarettes offered in
the Chesterfield pigskin contest last week by virtue of picking the most winners. The Citadel-USC game resulted in an
unanimous miss on the cards of all entrants.
This will be the last contest before the holidays. Give
your predictions to Charles McCreight in room 18, YMCA,
before 5:00 o'clock Friday afternoon. Mark through the losing team.
1. Clemson
Furman
2. Auburn
.
Georgia
3. Georgia Tech
Alabama
.4. N. Carolina
S. Carolina
5. N. C. State
Wake Forest
6. Texas
.
T. C. U.
7. Michigan
. Northwestern
8. Tulane
Virginia
9. Rice
Texas A. & M.
10. Oklahoma
I
Missouri
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Army received more first place
votes than its forerunners.
SMU and Miami dropped out of
the first ten and into fourteenth
and seventeenth slots respectively. Tennessee, Michigan State
and Clemson moved up in order
to occupy the vacancies.
The Clemsonians with two remaining games have climbed six
spaces in three weeks, having been
in seventeenth place after their
tie. with South Carolina. If they
can get by Furman and Auburn,
their remaining opposition in regular season play, chances are very
favorable for the Tigers to receive
a New Year's Day engagement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

TOP TEN
2,412
Ohio State (66) _
Oklahoma (63)
.. .2,381
.2,272
Army (72)
-2,126
California (36)
Kentucky (43)
..2,0M
Texas (10)
_ ..1,653
...958
Princeton (3)
„756
Illinois (1)
_395
Tennessee _
_
._333
Michigan State (3)

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

SECOND TEN
CLEMSON (7)
260
Texas A&M (1) _ _ _239
Wyoming (2) _
_164
__152
Southern Methodist
_-125
Wisconsin ...
—102
Ware Forest
_100
Miami
97
Nebraska (1)
50
Washington ....
_
.. _41
Pennsylvania __

Sresselte Boys Top
Hemson Freshman
Football Projects
By PAT RUSH
The name "Gressette" is going
to be a familiar sight to Clemson
football fans for the next few
years. This year's freshman team
boasts three of them in the starting lineup. The boys, Lawrence,
Nathan, and Reeves are all first
cousins. They hail from St.
Matthews, South Carolina.
Lawrence, a six foot, 185 pound
halfback is one of Coach McFadden's top offensive cogs this season. He's 18 years old and majoring in Arts and Sciences. Lawrence was a four star athlete in
high school. He played in the
'49 Shrine Bowl at Charlotte, N.
C.
He also played in the '49
Horse Bowl game at Camden, S.
C. Lawrence plans to go out
for baseball this Spring. Coach
McMillan was one of the forces
that steered him toward Clemson.
Possibly one of the best future
line prospects on the Frosh team
this year is huge Nathan Gressette, six foot, two, 215 pound
tackle. He's 19 years old, majoring in Animal Husbandry. Nathan was selected most valuable
player two years straight in high
school. Coach Howard revealed
his keen eye for talent when he^
persuaded the husky lineman to
come to Tigertown. Nathan also
played football, baseball, basketball, and ran track in high school.
He plans to go out for baseball
this Spring. He played with
Larry in the two '49 Shrine and
Horse Bowl games. Mr. (Tackle)
Gressette was also selected to the
'49 All-Star team. His father, Bill
Gressette, was an All-Southern
Backfield star for Furman in 1917.
Big Reeves Gressette, the last
of the trio is a first class end.
He weighs 195 pounds and
stands six foot, three. Reeves
is the number one Freshman
wingman. He played basketball, baseball, and football in
high school. He's planning to
play basketball this winter.
Reeves is taking a Pre-Med
course here at Clemson.
The boys have two uncles who
were football standouts. Bob
Gressette, an .All-Southern End
for South Carolina, and Tatum
Gressette, and All-Southern Halfback, who, incidentally was one
of the officials for last Saturday's
Clemson-Duquesne game.

The tankmen open their season
on January 13 when Davidson
comes to town in an effort to outsplash the waterfamed Bengals!
A freshman team is practicing
with the regulars in the YMCA
pool, and arrangements are being
made for them to have meets with
state and conference opposition.
The freshman team is still in
need of several men. Anyone interested may begin workouts any
afternoon at 5:00 o'clock.

Calvert Snags Tochdown Pass

Clemson's Fred Cone has moved
into a first place tie with Walt
Michaels of Washington & Lee
tc lead the Southern Conference
scorers with 49 points each. Both
of these top scorers run from
the fullback position.
Another
fullback, Joe Stump of V. M. t,
and halfbacks Tom Powers and
Bob Shemonski of Duke and
Maryland respectively, are in a
three-way deadlock for
third
place with 48 points each.
Cone booster his point total
when he scored two touchdowns in last Saturday's game
with Boston College. Michaels
boosted two extra points in
Washington & Lee's game last
week-end tilt with Delefare to
send his total to 49.
The Bruising Tiger fullback is
also leading the state scorers. Furman's Ed Jasonek is now holding
second place with 42 points. Tailback Jackie Calvert of Clemson is
in a three-way tie for third position with Wofford's McLallan and
Steve Wadiak of Carolina, each
with 36,markers to their credit.
Clemson's Ray Mathews, Glenn
Smith, and Charlie Radcliff are
(Continued on Page 6)

Writers Pick Clemson
To Win Week End Tilt
By Doc Baker and Harold Owen
Last Saturday brought about some of the most puzzling
situations and leaves several of the college coaches smiling;
others tear at the cranium where the tegumentary covering
departed long ago. It wasn't quite as hectic in our department; we picked 29 out of 36 for a .806 average.
This week's schedule appears
to be somewhat easier than the
past week. In the light of this,
let's get underway right here in
the Tiger's Lair.
CLEMSON OVER FURMAN—If
any of us see an airplane flying
over the territory, there is no
need for alarm. Why? It will be
some little windbag dropping out
leaflets to the effect "Furman is
going to beat you." (They call it
psychology). Well, we aren't too
optimistic, but there is nothing
better than a good joke before a
track meet. In view of the facts,
all of you come on out to the
stadium Saturday and watch the
Tigers make whirlwinds out of
Hurricanes by the score of 35-6.
North Carolina over South Carolina—The Gamecocks got their
spurs dulled and their tail feathers clipped last week as the Cadets marched away with the better end of a 19-7 score. (No If's
about it.) We can't see anything
but woe at Columbia next week
as the Tarheel mechanics pull in
to throttle the Cadillacs. The
score, 21-14 in favor of the Yankee Carolinians.
Ohio State over Illinois—The
Buckeyes appear to be on their
way this week, but it won't be a
pushover by any means. According to the' crystal ball, it's a 28-14
victory for Ohio State.
Wake Forest over NC State—
The Deacons seem to be the dominating power in North Carolina.
Since this is another intersectional game, the rivalry will probably retard the scoring. N. C.
State is capable of pulling overwhelming upsets, which it proved
against Maryland. The Deacons
will probably win by 21 points in
a 27-6 game.
The Citadel over VMI—The
Bulldogs raised up and caught a
lazy rooster without an alibi. Perhaps this victory will be the incentive for them to play two
good games in a row and smear
the rival Cadets in a 13-7 win.
Texas A&M over Rice — The
Aggies brought about one of the
puzzles by defeating SMU. (Who
said Texas U. was a sure thing
for the Cotton Bowl? Don't they
have to meet their arch rival?)
The virtue of this win throws turmoil into the Southwest Conference. We don't think the A&M
players will be cocky enough to
let the commonly used term of
overconfidence prevent a victory
over the Owls by a 21-13 score.
Texas over TCU—Here is the
game homologous to the one just
mentionel. The Longhorns realize it is a must game. "Dutch"
Meyer's Horned Frogs will be trying with all their might to dehorn
their bitter rivals. However, it
appears to be a thought in vain;
we see the Longhorns coming out
on top by a 34-14 count.
Washington & Lee over Louisville—The leading team in the
Southern Conference with its
mighty barrage of pigskin talent,
after a gruelling season among
conference opponents takes on
supposedly weak Louisville. We
think they are sweating it out after the Cardinals tied Miami
last Friday. It isn't that bad

SPECIALIZING IN ... .
SODAS, SANDWICHES AND CHICKEN-IN-BOX

PAT'S
Till 12:00 at Night
Open 7 Days a Week
CLEMSON, S. C.

though, with all that power at
Lexington the Generals 'should
come out by a 34-6 victory.
Oklahoma over Missouri—The
Sooners have all ideas of continuing their winning ways, unfortunately, we can't see too much to
hamper them. The rabbit's foot
wiggles 35 times for the Soonfliis^
14 for the Tigers.
Army over Stanford—This appears to be about the stiffest game
the Cadets will face this year.
They are probably worrying because a fair team will keep them
from winning by a 50 point margin. Nevertheless, Army should
subdue the Indans 28-13.
A quick glance at the others:
Alabama over Georgia Tech
SMU over Arkansas
Georgia over Auburn
Villanova over Boston College
Harvard over Brown
California over San Francisco
Duquesne over Chattanooga
* Navy over Columbia
Cornell over Dartmouth
Davidson over Richmond
Duke over VPI
Miami over Florida
Kentucky over North Dakota
Indiana over Marquette
Notre Dame over Iowa
Kansas over Kansas State
LSU over Mississippi State
Maryland over West Virginia
Michigan State over Pittsburgh
Michigan over Northwestern
Tennessee over Mississippi
Wisconsin over Pennsylvania
Princeton over Yale
Purdue over Minnesota'
Penn State over Rutgers
Tulane over Virginia
Vanderbilt over Memphis State
Washington over Southern California
William and Mary over Houston
Nebraska over Iowa State

Jackie Calvert, No. 21, is shown as he fought for the ball and a Clemson touchdown. The pass,
identical in the preceeding play which Calvert missed, was thrown by Billy Hair in the Tigers
53-20 victory over Duquesne.

CLEMSON
THEATRE
CLEMSON, S. C.
NOV. 17 & 18

Rocky Mountain
Errol Flynn
* * *
' NOV. 18
Late Show

The Lost Patrol
, * * *
NOV. 20 & 21

Rio Grande

Lhey had our slow-moving brother moving at too\fast
a pace with those quick-trick cigarette tests! A fast puff ... a swift sniff ...
a quick inhale ... a rapid exhale. Terrapin's head was spinning —
didn't know if he was coming or going! But he slowed down to his own
speed — decided there was no need to rush. After all, he figured,
how could anyone possibly prove cigarette mildness so fast?
And he was right, too! That's why we suggest:
The sensible test... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which
simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke —

John Wayne

on a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap

* * *

judgments needed. After you've enjoyed Camels —- and only

NOV. 22 & 23

Lady Without a
Passport
Hedy Lamar

Camels-for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat,
T for Taste) we believe you'll knoiv why ...

More People Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette I

*"f
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Tigers Face Hurricane In Final Home Tilt
Fourteen Seniors
To Play Last Game
At Memorial Stadium
Clemson's undefeated but once
tied Tigers, fresh from 3 35-14
conquest of Boston College, will
be gunning for their seventh victory of the season and their
eleventh straight game without a
setback when they take on erratic
but game Furman University this
Saturday afternoon at 2:00 o'clock
in Memorial Stadium. It will
mark the last home game for the
1950 Bengals.
Just as has been the case in recent years, the Tigers will enter
the contest as comparatively heavy
favorites on the basis of past records, but because of the intense
rivalry between the two schools,
the game too often doesn't follow
pre-game forecasts.
A victory over the Greenville
• team would keep the Tigers In
line for a bid to a major bowl
bid with only oft-beaten Auburn standing in the way of an
undefeated season for the Clemsonians.
The Purple and White will invade Tigertown with a team that
rated before the season as a contender for state honor-, but thus
far the squad has not been able to
find itself, wandering in the dolr
drums of defeat most of the season.
The Bengal offense will be
handicapped again this week since
Ray Mathews will not see any action and fullback Fred Cone will
probably be used sparingly. If
Cone doesn't start, Jim Shirley
and Marion Thompson will hold
down that slot.
The other backs will be Jackie
Calvert or Billy Hair at tailback,
Frank Kennedy or Jackie Calvert
in the wing, and Wyndie Wyndlam in the blocking position.
Sparking the Furman attack
from the split-T will be Sonny
Horton and Ed Jasonek, on the
ground, with Joe Watts doing
the tossing from his quarterback post. The Hurricane may
feel the loss of two of their most
outstanding players, who will
not be in uniform due to an infraction of training rules.
Coach Bill Young's charges have
been able to come out on the long
snd of the nine games they have
played, beating Davidson and The
-Citadel, while losing to Presbyterian, Washington and .Lee, south
Carolina, Alabama, Florida and
lieing Wofford.
The fourteen seniors who will
play their last home game in a
Clemson uniform are: ends Bob
Hudson and Gil Rushton; tackles,
Billy Grigsby and Dick Gillespie;
juards, John Childress and Sterling Smith; center, Jack Brunson;
and backs, Ray Mathews, Fred
Cone, Jackie Calvert, Dick Hendley, Wyndie Wyndham, Frank
Carothers, and Albert Willis.
The probable starting lineups:
Clemson
Furman
CE—Hudson
Owens
IT—Patton
Perone
LG—Manos
. —. Stepp
Fletcher
C—BruHSon
Akin
RG—DiMucci
_
George
3T—Grigsby
_ .... Wham
3E—Smith
._ Watts
3B—Wyndham
...
Horton
CH—Calvert _.
_
Jasonek
SH—Hair
Needham
TB—Cone
_

Dreher Gaskins
Hailed As Top
Flank Prospect

These Men Put In Final Home Appearance Saturday

Fred Cone

Dick Gillespie

Billy Grigsby

Bob Hudson

Sterling Smith

Albert Willis

Bengals Parade Through Boston College Eagles 35-14
Hair, Cone, Calvert Wyndham Among
Stars As Tigers Take Lead In Series
Clemson College's powerful gridiron machine rolled to
their sixth victory of the season as the Tigers trounced the
hapless Boston College Eagles 35-14.
Somewhere between 9,000 and
10,000 fans were on hand at
Braves Field in Boston to see the
Southerners come to life in the
third quarter and score four times
before Coach Frank Howard inserted his reserves into the fray
to finish the tilt. The win gave
the Tigers a 4-3 edge in the 10
year old series.
After a first period tally, CJemson was denied touchdowns twice
during the second quarter. Then
in the third canto, the Bengals began to show their nationallyknown power. Hair ran 68. yards
in the first play of the second
half, and, within the next seven
minutes, the Tigers scored three
more times to^take a commanding
35-0 lead.
That was the game. Howard
had already begun inserting his
third and fourth stringers into
the game. It seemed after
Hair's long run, the Tigers had
their own way and could score
almost at will.

and elected to receive. An exchange of punts follov -"d Clemson's kickoff. Then Gil Rushton intercepted an Eagle pass and
returned the ball 29 yards to the
Boston College 46.
Calvert, Cone and Hair ran the
ball to the Eagle 15 yard line
where Cone fumbled, and the
Yankees took over.
CONE SCORES
Clemson forced a punt, which
Hair gathered in on his own 30
and raced all the way back to the
B. C. 39. Calvert made a first
down as he ran nicely for 15
yards to the Eagle 24.
Three plays failed to gain, but
Calvert passed to Cone on the B.
C. seven yard line, and the Tigers
were really threatening.
Hair went off right tackle for
two. Cone over guard picked up
three more. Then on third down
Cone again cracked the Boston
line, this time for the touchdown.
Charlie Radcliff came in to
convert the first of five extra
points, and the score read Clemson 7, Boston College 0, with two
minutes left to play in the first
period.

Pre-season estimates consider;d the Tigers to be weak in their
iefensive positions. But one of
l e v e r a 1 sophomore standouts,
Dreher Gaskins, has helped alter'
Offensively, the Bengals had no
iris situation.
specials or stars, but the Clemson.
Marion Dreher Gaskins, Jr., backs continued to display their
K-ho hails from Orangeburg, S. strong running game. Sophomore
Billy Hair again performed brilliantly at the tailback post and
Clemson forced another punt
Jackie Calvert maintained his after the kickoff, and Hair refine record both running and pass- turned the boot to the Eagle's
ing.
28. Cone and Kennedy carried
Fred Cone made his first ap-, the pigskin to the 10 on two
pearance in two weeks and made plays as the Bengals were once
up for lost time by scoring two again knocking at the door.
of Clemson's five touchdowns.
On the first play' of the second
Glenn Smith and Bob Hudson
also continued their fine end play, quarter, Cone piled over left
both catching a touchdown pass tackle for a yard. Kennedy made
five on a run wide around left
apiece.
end. Then Calvert added two
Guards Dan DiMucci and more on a right tackle slant. Cone,
Pete Manos were constantly on last down, failed to make the
pulling out of the line and score by only a half-yard.
making key blocks to help the
Minutes later, Calvert's electriTiger backs break away.
fying 96 yard punt return was
On defense, Wyndie Wyndham nullified by a clipping penalty
played one of his best games. Bob and Boston retained possession of
Patton, Billy Grigsby, Sterling the ball.
Smith, and Barclay Crawford
Clemson stopped a B. C. drive
helped to hold the center of the on their own 30 and began a
line against the Eagles.
march against time. Calvert startDreher Gaskins and Jim Cal- ed the drive with a 26 yard pass
vert stopped the Yankee's flank- completion to Hair. Hair then
ing movements constantly. Don took over and ran 30 yards. The
Wade was outstanding backing up Waltehboro sophomore shot a
the line.
pass to Glenn Smith on the
Against the Eagle's vaunted Eagle 12 yard line, the play
passing attack, Gil Rushton and covering 17 yards. Kennedy pickMMAMk
"Knobby" Knoebel continued to ed up eight, and Calvert added
1-, has proved himself one of the display their unusual defensive two as time ran out, and the
>est defensive line flankmen in "know-how." Little Pete Cook half ended with the Tigers leadhe state.
from Spartanburg, also was valu- ing by a scant one touchdown
Dreher stands six feet, four able on aerial defense.
margin.
Inches and weighs 205 pounds.
For Boston, Mike Mikulics SECOND HALF: HAIR RACES
The nineteen year old sophoappeared to be tops on offense,
Clemson received the second
more is majoring in Education.
while Captain Phil Coen led the half kickoff and resumed action
Besides playing the defensive defensive Eagle line.
at their own 32. On theJfirst play,
(Continued on Page 6)
Boston College won the toss Billy Hair took a reverse from

Cone, broke into the Boston secondary, and sped 68 yards. The
touchdown parade was on. Radcliff converted and Clemson led
14-0, with 30 seconds gone in the
final half.
The Eagles fumbled on the
first play after the Clemson
kickoff, and Bob Patton recovered for the Bengals on the B.
C. 30:
Calvert lost 19 yards attempting to pass, but Hair ran for 17
and passed to Cone for a first
down on the Boston 14, the play
good for 19 yards.
Calvert lost two, and once more
Hair took over. He shot through
for ten yards, and Cone made it
a first down on the two. On the
next play. Cone went over guard
for the second Tiger score of the
period. Radcliff came in to convert, and the Benagls' margin
rose to 21-0.
After Clemson's next kick,
Boston gambled on fourth down
and failed to make the yardage
for a first down, Clemson took
over on the B. C. 49. Cone went
down to the Eagles 33 on a 13
yard run for a first down.
Calvert dropped back and flipped a pass to Bob Hudson on the
five, and, the Tjger left end walked across for the Bengals fourth
touchdown. For the fourth
straight
time, Charlie Radcliff
spjit the uprights, and Clemson
had a safe margin of 28 points.
Following the third Clemson
kickoff of the period, the Boston College men fumbled on the
first running play. Crawford
recovered for the Bengals on
the B. C. 24.
Calvert then passed to Glenn
Smith, who fell into the end zone
from the five yard line. Radcliff
converted to wind up seven of

the most thrilling minutes of football ever witnessed in Boston.
The remainder of the game was
incidental from the viewpoint of
a Clemson supporter, for Boston
was able to push across two scores
against the reserves of Coach
Howard's fine aggregation.
But the outcome of the game
was never in doubt after Billy
Hair broke away for his long
run.

Quarterbacks — Wyndham, Caro- Right tackles — Stathopoulos, H.
O'Brien.
thers, Hendley.
Left halfbacks — Jackie Calvert, Right ends—Polliger, D. Sullivan,
McGrath.
Kennedy, Knoebel, Ward, ForQuarterbacks—Roarke,
McBride,
est Calvert.
Richards, Threadgold.
Right halfbacks — Hair, Willis, Left halfbacks — McKulics, Mc. Rushton.
Caulley, Maznicki, Kraunelis.
Fullbacks—Cone, Shirley, Thomp- Right halfbacks — Callahan.
lette, Seymour.
son, Radcliff, Cook.
Fullbacks—Petela, Cote, Murphy.
Boston College
Left ends — J. Sullivan, Doohan,
Mahoney.
Left tackles—P. O'Brien, Parsons.
Left guards — Gould, Cacage,
LINEUPS
Wall.
Clemson
"Between the Banks"
Left ends — B. Hudson. Jim Cal- Centers — Toppa, Coffey, Doran,
DiCarlo, Emmons.
vert. Kempson, Gentry
Anderson
S. C.
Left tackles — Mooneyhan, Pat- Right Guards — Coen, Pinette,
Quinlan.
ton, Byrd, Wrightenberry
Left guards — Manos, Rogers, S.
Smith, J. Hudson.
Centers^Brunson, Bryant, Wade,
CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME
Smalls.
Right guards—DiMucci, Childress,
—at—
Crawford, Barton."
MAYFAIR GRILL
Right tackles—Gillespie, Grigsby,
Graham.
Anderson's
Most Modern Restaurant
Right ends — G. Smith, Gaskins,
Withers.

McLees Bros.,
Jewelers
Towle, Reed and Barton
Sterling.
Lenox China—Duncan Crystal
ANDERSON
SENECA

Agents for Shaeffer Tailoring
Co. made to measure clothes.

Ligons Men's Wear
i

16 W. Washington St.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

NEW SLACKS WITH THE NEW WAIST BAND
—See Them Today—

HOKE SLOAN... Clemson, S. C.
COME TO

KLUTTZ'S STEAK HOUSE
and see Joe Watts, Furman's famous
quarterback wash dishes for 2 days
KLUTTZ'S STEAK HOUSE
Clemson

South Carolina

.

Fanfs Camera Shop

Frank Carothers
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Navy Announces
Field Vacancies

Held By B. S. U. Soon;
Dr. Mcsters To Speak

Naval procurement programs
that have been frozen for the past
several months are^now open to a
varied extent. Applications are
being accepted from qualified
candidates for the following procurement programs: in the regular Navy; Dental, Medical Service, and Chaplain Corps.
The following are listed for
Naval Reserves: Medical Corps,
Medical Interns, Ensign Probationary, Dental Corps, General
Line, and Supply Corps (active
duty).
Also listed are Electronics Specialists, Naval Architect Specialists, Civil Engineering Corps, and
Petroleum Engineering Specialists.
All interested candidates are
advised to contact Professor Bell
in Room 20 in Main Building between 7:30 and 8:30 p. m. on Wednesdays for information concerning requirements, qualifications,
and procedure for making applications.

BILLY HAIR REELS OFF 30 YARDS AGAINST EAGLES
Clemson's Billy Hair (77), who passed and ran for almost 200 yards
against Boston College at Braves Field Saturday, is shown above
skirting right end .for 30 yards down to the Eagle 30 in the final
minute of play in'the first half. Fred Cone (31) comes up fast

Releasing Pressure

behind Hair in an effort to do some blocking. The tackle was
eventually made by B. C. halfback Ed Maznickl (43). (Photo courtesy of Boston Globe).

Ceramic Engineering
Club Elects Officers

CHRISTMAS GIFT
Christmas is a time of giving. There's one gift everyone
can give — a gift of health.
Every time you buy Christmas ' Seals,
you are helping prevent
the spread of
tuberculosis.
This Christmas be generous-

Dr. E. Walter Masters, physician .of Columbia, will be the
main speaker of a conference held
in the Club Room of the Clemson
Baptist Church on December 1
and 2. This conference will concern "Christianity and Life," and
the main topic of discussion will
be "Christianity and Sex."
The purpose of the conference
is to give the student a more-adequate understanding of their
sexual capacities and instincts,
and Christiart attitude towards
sex.
Dr. Masters was born in Anderson, S. C, received his B. S.
Degree at the University of South
Carolina,, and his M. D. Degree at
Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tennessee. He spent thirteen
months in France and was later
Chief of Officers' Medical Section
in the Oliver General Hospital in
Augusta, Georgia. A member
and a deacon of the First Baptist
Church of Columbia, he has had
his own private practice since
July of 1946.
These sessions of the conferClemson Garden Club
ence will be held at 7 p. m. De1, and at 2 and 7 p. m.
Meets; Bowen Speaks cember
on December 2 respectively. It is
Mr. W. C. Bowen was the sponsored by the Clemson B. S.
speaker at the regular monthly U. and all interested students are
meeting of the Clemson Garden invited to attend.
Club which was held at four
o'clock on Monday afternoon,
The average woman has a voNovember 13. The meeting was
held at the home of Mrs. ,J. T. cabulary of only 800 words. It
is a small stock, but thnk of the
Foy.
Mr. Bowen. spoke on camel- turnover.
lias. He showed leaf'specimens
of camellias which are adaptable
to the climate of this area. He
told the group that there were at
least 2,000 varieties which will
grow here. Mr. Bowen also gave
WE DO NOT CLAIM TO
instructions for planting camellias.
SERVE THE BEST.
Following
a
short
busines
meeting, refreshments were
Try For Yourself
served by the hostess committee.
Cold Drinks — Beverages
Hostess for the meeting were Mrs.
Owned and operated by
E. G. Godbey, Miss Jean Sloan,
Mrs. Clyde Campbell
Mrs. J. M. Cook, and Mrs. J. T.

(Continued from Page 5)
right end poition in football, Dreher also participates in basketball and track.
"Goon," as Dreher is well
known to the students here at
Clemson, played center on the
freshman cage team last year and
threw- the shot-put and discus for
the cinder squad.
Dreher also
high jumped for the track team.
"The Goon" is expected to take
over Holshouser's place in throwing the shot.
Dreher participated in these
three sports when playing for
the Orangeburg Indians. He
captained the• Orangeburg
baskketball team for two years.
Gaskins stated that this year's
Clemson squad was the best
banch of boy that he has ever
had the pleasure and honor of
playing with.
Dreher Gaskins is expected to
develop into one of the best offensive and defensive ends that
Clemson has had in several seasons.

Highway 29

Anderson, S. C.

(Continued from Page 4)
also among the ten scorers of the _
state.
The 10 leading South Carolina
college football scorers:
Player, School
td pat fg tp
Cone, Clemson.. _." . 8 1
0 49
Jasonek, Furman __ .7 CT 0 42
Calvert, Clemson _. 6 0
0 36
McYellan. Wofford .6 0
0 36
Wadiak, S. C. _ _ 6 0
0 36
0 30
Mathews, Clemson . 5 0
Strickland, S. C... . 5 0
0 30
0 30
Smith, Clemson _ . 5 0
Radcliff, Clemson .. .0 26
0 26
Barbare, Wofford ._ .1 19
0 25

Hear about the little moron
who ate bullets so his hair would
come out in bangs?
When it comes to borrowing
trouble, a fellow's credit is too
good.

SP* FIRST
ON YOUR

Clemson men are always
welcome at

!IRT PARADE!

Davenport's

Arro
Whites

One of the
South's leading
clothiers for
college men.

DAVENPOftT'S

BAR-B-Q GRILL

The Ceramic Engineering Club
of Clemson held a meeting Tuesday night, November 7, 1950.
Club officers for the current year
were elected.
The new officers are: Harold
Bishop, president; George Bishop,
vice president and treasurer;
Henry Lefort Jr., secretary and
press agent; and R. G. Rion, program chairman.
Foy.
Plans were made for a field
Buy and Use Christmas Seals
trip and attendance to the American Ceramic Society in Chattanooga, Tennessee on December
the first and second.
"NOISY" SIGNAL
. Freshmen Ceramic Engineers
Customer: "What do you do
are urged to sign up for this field
when someone forgets his
trip. Please sign up in, the Cera- change?"
mic laboratory in the back of the
Cashier: "Why, I rap on the
Shop Building before Saturday, window with a dollar bill."
November 18.
A man who gives in when he
Many a girl thinks it's better to is wrong it wise. The man who
be well formed than well inform- gives in when he is right is married.
ed.

Cone and Michaels

I Conference On Sex Be Dreher Gaskins

207 N. Main St.
Greenville

Southern
Pen Shop
Cigarette Lighter Repair
122 N. Main
Greenville

3.65

It's easy to see why
ARROW'S out front!
Those smooth white,
crisply tailored shirt
beauties are joys to
wear,! Mitoga-cut to fit
ou better. Sanforized
hrinkage less than
'•>>. All your favorite
.liar styles to pick
from. Stock up NOW!

JARMAN SHOE DEPT.
—Located in—
QUALITY MEN'S SHOP
Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

5 South Main Street—Greenville, S. C.
BLACK SHORTIE BOOTS—MILITARY STYLE

GALUNT-BELK (0.
Anderson, S. C.

■ ■■«■■■■■■■»■■ ■■■■■■■■«nr«* r n -. » » - ,

Sporting Goods

STEWART MERR1TT CO.
Two Stores for Your Convenience

up

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

26 S. MAIN AND LEWIS PLAZA
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Featuring Nationally Advertised Brands

J.E.SIRRINE COMPANY

Arrow Shirts — Interwoven Sox — French-Shrinet Shoes-

Engineers

Michaels-Stern Suits—Alligator Rainwear
MCGREGOR SPORTSWEAR

GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA
To &\ V a % an ^•
Bycv^ofo^**
Oncers

&joy your dgarette! Enjoy truly -finetoka«o
that comlities M} perfect mildness and Wcf»
taste In one great dgarette - Lucfcy Strike;
Perfect mildness? You bet. Scientific tests,
confirmed by three independent consulting
laboratories, prove that Lucky Strike is milder
than any other principal brand. Rich taste?
Yes, the full, rich taste.of truly fine tobacco.
Only fine tobacco gives you both real mildness
and rich taste. And Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. So enjoy the happy blending that combines perfect mildness with a rich, true tobacco
taste. Be Happy—Go Lucky!

LS/M FT- Uxty Strike
Means Rue T5Ncco
.Lg VK>f«Jf

COP».. THC AMERICAN TOBACCO COHPAHY
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